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1.When logging into an EMC Data Domain system during an initial installation, which connection type
must be used?
A. Telnet
B. Serial Console
C. FTP
D. IPMI
Answer: A
2.Which EMC Data Domain type of replication is initiated by backup software?
A. Collection
B. Directory
C. MTree
D. Managed
Answer: D
3.The following facts have been gathered about an EMC Data Domain implementation:
- Retention policy is 28 days
- Backups start at 6 P.M. and finish by 4 A.M.
- Backup schedule is full on Monday; incremental every other day
- First full backup size = 150 TB
- Reduction rate on first full backup = 5x
- Subsequent reduction rate on full backups = 15x
- Daily change rate = 10%
- Incremental reduction rate = 25x
When installed, the EMC Data Domain cleaning schedule will be left at the default settings. Assuming that
the first backup is taken on a Monday, what is the minimum disk requirement for the Data Domain
system?
A. 67.2 TB
B. 63 TB
C. 74.4 TB
D. 78 TB
Answer: C
4.An EMC Data Domain administrator tries to configure Active Directory (AD) as the authentication
method for CIFS share. The administrator is unable to connect to the CIFS share with the user ‘Backup
Operator’.
What could be the issue?
A. The Functional Level of the AD is ‘Windows Server 2003’
B. The time on the AD servers differs by 4 minutes from the Data Domain time
C. The user ‘Backup Operator’ is a Local Windows User
D. The DD Boost license is not activated on the Data Domain
Answer: C
5.A customer is writing critical data to the pre-configured, default NFS export on an EMC Data Domain
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system for replication to a remote site.
Which directory on the local Data Domain system should be reviewed to verify the data is successfully
being written?
A. /data/col1/backup
B. /ddvar
C. /data/col1/repl
D. /data/col1
Answer: A
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